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NFL Draft 2018 Scouting Report: CB Jaire Alexander, 

Louisville 

*CB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update info as it becomes available.  

 

Jaire Alexander is a 1st-round prospect for most…and when I contemplate Alexander’s true value, I 

always revert to comparing him to another 1st-round CB prospect – Mike Hughes, Central Florida. Both 

a little smaller than you’d like – 5′10″ and under 200 pounds. Alexander is a few pounds heavier, but 

Hughes is a little thicker/stronger. Both tested with great agility…Alexander with elite shuttle (3.98) and 

three-cone (6.71) times. Alexander’s quite a bit faster 40-time wise (4.38 vs. 4.53). 

In the end, Alexander has to be judged a better CB prospect than Mike Hughes – Alexander is a little 

bigger, faster, and more agile. 

Is Alexander worthy of 1st-round consideration? I think so. Given his speed-agility and his tape…it makes 

sense. Alexander is a little small out on an island in coverage, but I judged him as a superior coverage 

technician than Hughes…and one of the best craftsmen among the CB prospects in the 2018 draft class. 

When Alexander gets up in press, he has the quickness to mirror a WR all the way or recover if he loses a 

step off the jump. Alexander has a fantastic ability to locate the ball, and he also times his hand 

movements just right to chop/dislodge connected passes away from his WR. 

A lot of people, including me, see the smaller size and grimace…and wonder if he’s just a slot corner for 

the NFL. I’m not so sure. I think Mike Hughes might be…but Alexander is not as restricted. You watch 

Alexander against guys like Mike Williams (top 10 overall pick last year), and he shuts them down. He’s 

stuck to bigger WRs in coverage all over the field and he will get as physical as they want to get. 

Denzel Ward is like a shadow…he’s so fast no one can escape him. Alexander is a step behind Ward in 

speed-cover skills but makes up for that in toughness and timing to break passes up at just the right 

time. Alexander is going to work at the next level as a #2 CB or slot guy…and gives an option as a punt 

returner. 

Alexander is pretty clean off the field. He’s a tad immature and cocky, but not over-the-top so. ‘Youthful 

exuberance’, but he does play with that chip on his shoulder. He may be a B+ or C+, but he’s going to 

work in the NFL. He’s a quality cover guy with higher-end movement skills. 
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Jaire Alexander, Through the Lens of Our CB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Had a great campaign as a sophomore in 2016 – 5 picks, 9 PDs, a punt return TD. It was a nice 

arrival…and with a big 2017 anticipated, Alexander battled a sprained knee early on last season and then 

broke his hand. He came back to play through the injuries for just 6 games played in 2017. With a 

cleaner season, Alexander might have grabbed more attention, and not had as many questions…or a gap 

between himself and Ward, or so lumped in with the other quality CB prospects. 

 

2018 NFL Combine measurables… 

5’10.2”/196, 9.5” hands, 21.1” arms 

4.38 40-time, 1.52 10-yard, 3.98 shuttle, 6.71 three-cone 

14 bench press, 35” vertical, 10’7” broad jump 

 

 

The Historical CB Prospects to Whom Jaire Alexander Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

The next Leon Hall would make a lot of sense.  

 

CB 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H H W Cover 
Rating 

Speed 
Metrics 

Agility 
Metric 

Tackle 
Metric 

8.113 Alexander Jaire 2018 Louisville 5 10.2 196 8.52 6.86 9.41 5.86 

8.718 Brooks Derrius 2012 W. Ky 5 9.4 192 9.09 8.07 9.79 5.78 

10.059 Hall Leon 2007 Michigan 5 11.2 193 10.98 10.68 11.65 6.42 

6.385 Wilson Kyle 2010 Boise St 5 10.0 194 6.55 4.76 7.42 7.80 

4.937 Williams Brandon 2016 Texas A&M 5 11.3 197 4.89 7.63 4.99 6.69 

 

 

*The ratings are based on a 1–10 rating scale, but a prospect can score over 10.0+ and less than 0.0 

OVERALL RATING -- We merge the data from physical measurables, skill times/counts from the NFL 

Combine/Pro Days, with college performance data available on pass coverage/tackles, etc. and grade it 

compared to our database history of all college CBs, with a focus on which CBs went on to be good-
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great-elite in the NFL. We found characteristics/data points that the successful NFL CBs had in common 

in college, that most other CB prospects could not match/achieve. 

Scoring with a rating over a 7.00+ in our system is where we start to take a CB prospect more seriously. 

Most of the future NFL successful college CBs scored 8.00+, and most of the NFL superior CBs pushed 

scores more in the 9.00+ levels...and future NFL busts will sneak in there from time to time. 10.00+ is 

where most of the elite NFL CBs tend to score in our system analysis. 

COVERAGE -- A combination of on-field data/performance and physical profile data 

SPEED -- Measurables from a perspective of straight-line speed, burst, etc. 

AGILITY -- Measurables for lateral movements, quick cuts, body type, speed, etc.  

POWER -- A look at physical size, tackling productivity in college, other physical measurables. One of 

the side benefits/intentions here is to see which CBs may be more of a model for a conversion to playing 

safety successfully in the NFL. Also denotes CBs who are more physical/will have higher tackle 

totals...over pure speed/coverage CBs. 

 

2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Alexander has become the default highest ranked CB after Denzel Ward (and after Minkah Fitzpatrick 

for those projecting Fitzpatrick as a CB) for most analysts right now…but with Mike Hughes and Josh 

Jackson breathing down his neck. Alexander is very likely going to go between #15 and #25 in the draft. 

If I were an NFL GM, I have my eye on Alexander but he’s not a do-or-die 1st-round corner. He’s not 

worth chasing or making big plans on. I’d probably bypass taking him unless I had a huge CB need and 

Ward was long gone, and maybe other CBs were also gone in front of Alexander. I like him, I don’t love 

him. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Should have a quality NFL career. Starter-worthy right away, potentially. Can play on an island or in the 

slot. Should be a very sound NFL player. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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